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Dear user：

Thanks for purchasing touch panel from Ever Glory!

The user guide enables you to command the usage of our

product as soon as possible, From which you can get information

for the installation / operation / Transportation / maintenance of our

touch panel,We highly suggest you read carefully before using our

product, Which will help you to use our touch panel better .

We will do our best to ensure that the information provided in

this user guide is correct and reliable. If there is omissions, Your

correction and suggestion is highly welcomed. In order to improve

the performance and reliability after installation, We will make some

improvements and hardware upgrade, which might lead to the

difference between the user guide content and physical product,

Please refer to the physical product in this case, but it will not

substantially affect the usage of product, Please kindly be noted.

Thank you for your cooperation.
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1▲Important Notes

01. When touch screen is transported to the warehouse of the customer,

please check if the model Number, Packing Method, and the Touch panels

quantity is correct or not at the first time.

0.2 Please do physical check within 24 hours of the product’s arrival,

If there is any surface damage, Please notify us within 48 hours.

03. Do not put the touch panel in the unsteady and easy-falling place, To
prevent the product from being scratched, And any scratch on the either

side will lead to malfunction or physical damage .

04. Testing the touch panel with right side up, Placing sensor side on the

insulation object (e.g, pearl cotton), There must be no conductive item
underneath. There will be severe noise interference,Touch Jump

Point,and Touch disconnection while sensor touches the powered LCD

screen directly .

05. Please strictly abide by our PIN definition of the interface connection when

changing the USB Cable, Otherwise the controller might be burned when
powered on .

06. The touch panel needs to be tested with software provided before

installation, And we highly suggest to do another test after installation

done to make sure touch panel hardware is working .

07. Final firmware tuning need to be done for each machine before mass

production to decrease noise interference and get best touch

performance.

08. It’s necessary to do the Sensor Test When the touch monitor is connected

to motherboard, , Another Sensor Test need to done if motherboard is

changed in the All-In-One .If there is anything wrong, pls contact us at the

first time.

09. Working & Storage Environment
Working temperature：-40°～85℃ Working humidity：20%～90%

Storage temperature：-40℃～125℃ Storage humidity：20%～90%
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2 ▲Transportation&Warranty

01. In order to ensure that the goods arrive in good condition, please open the

box and check if there is any physical damage while the carrier delivers the

shipment, Please keep packages in original condition and refuse the shipment
Taking photos of the damages and contact us immediately, And please

double-check if all components below are received in right quantity .

Touch screen USB cable PCB board

02. Warranty

The free warranty is 1 full year from the invoice date,Please pay attention to
The storage environment for non-installed touch panels, High humidity and

Temperature environment may cause mildew appeared on glass surface,

We do not take on the responsibility for the cosmetic issues if the touch

panel aren’t installed within 3 months after arrival .

03. During the warranty period, Our company will provide free maintenance for

any quality issue of the product itself ,Below conditions are not covered

00.1 Warranty period expired

00.2 The product or component exceeds the corresponding warranty

period,Damage or failure caused by improper use, storage and
maintenance,such as improper removal, Improper installation; improper

plug and pullout with the external devices, Drop or external force impact

and extrusion.

04. Failure or damage caused by force majeure or accident;customers can still

get maintenance service after the warranty is expired , But there is repair cost
will be charged .

3 ▲Installation Instruction

01. Function test and cosmetic inspection must be done before installation

Before installation, Please do not install if the products is not qualified , please

refer to the "visual inspection standard" for cosmetic inspection, And

"Function Test Guide" for function test .

02. Please be careful while installing the touch panel, Any scratch or damage

on Sensor or FPC will cause malfunction and it’s non-repairable, The scratch

and damage on cover lens will affect the cosmetic appearance of the product.
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03. The air gap between TP and LCD must be >1.1mm, The adhesive tape

used for bonding TP and LCD must be insulation material, If the adhesive tape

thickness is less than 1mm, LCD will cause excessive interference to the touch

panel, In this case, Final fine tuning would be needed to shield the interference.

04. LCD Metal must common-ground with Touch screen controller and LCD

driver board, The common-ground of three parts can effectively relieve static

accumulation, and avoid the interference caused by electrostatic accumulation.

(as shown below):

05. The touch controller preferably be fixed with screws (below), if there is no

positioning holes, Then fix the copper contact points of controller to back side

of LCD Panel with conductive tape, Or fix the the copper contact points of
controller with monitor metal housing with wire,to realize the common-ground

Of touch controller and LCD Panel .
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06. No matter the touch panel is attached on the top of metal frame of the

monitor or embedded ,The inner edge of the metal housing is not allowed to

enter the SENSOR AA area, To avoid the electricity conducted by metal

housing causing interference to the touch panel while powered on .

07. Do not fold FPC, and FPC should be fixed good in monitor housing to avoid

shakes, Please fix the FPC good if the FPC is too long, Otherwise FPC may

sometimes contact metal housing and cause interference to the touch panel.

as shown in the photo

In addition, Please do not fold FPC in 3 folds, as shown in the photo

If the FPCmust be folded in 3 folds, There is insulation must be done between

the folds .
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08. ouch screen controller board and FPC must avoid directly passing the

high-frequency signal and the upper or lower part of the themain power supply

of monitor to avoid excessive interference caused to touch panel .

④▲PCB Interface details

 ④

 ⑤

 ⑥
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⑤▲USB PIN definition diagram

Please strictly abide by our PIN definition of the interface connection when

changing the USB Cable, Otherwise the controller might be burned when

powered on .


